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the remastering of the first star trek film star trek: the motion picture cost approximately $2 million, but as no remastering has been performed on the subsequent films (save for a few additional pieces of content), the cost of the overall remastering project is
unknown. as the remaining films have not been remastered to date, it is not known how much the remastering of the first ten star trek films cost, or whether they will be remastered to high definition video and audio standards. however, with the current economic

climate, it is highly likely that the remastering of the remaining films will not be inexpensive. the remastering of star trek: the motion picture has proven to be very costly, but still pales in comparison to the remastering of the star trek feature film franchise. this is a
pretty amazing reveal. i've never been a big fan of the original series beyond captain kirk and spock and when i found out i was going to be able to see the episodes on blu-ray, i was ecstatic. i was a little upset to find out that they weren't going to be remastered,

though. still, i was thrilled to see that they would have effects applied. i mean, it's a huge part of the show. but the thing that really made me happy was to see the new uniforms. i mean, it's a trek series. the uniforms should be different. if you're a fan, you're probably
going to want to splurge for the new editions. while they're certainly not flawless, the new visuals definitely bring a whole new dimension to the show. and, as with any remastered, the new episodes should look and sound better than the old ones. if you're a "new" trek

fan, i'd recommend checking out the new episodes for the first time, and see if you like them.
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the star trek remastered set was officially released on 23 may 2014. a limited edition of the set was made available that included a commemorative box, an exclusive trading card set, a '50 years of trek' booklet, a replica of the starfleet design issued to captain kirk,
and a 35mm motion picture icon —all of which were included with a subsequent limited edition blu-ray release. [15] by the time of the remastered set's release, the star trek fan community had been given access to the remastered films via the trekcore news website
and ex astris scientia. cooperating with the two sites was beneficial for both, as it was through trekcore that production details, new photographs, and interview excerpts were published; for ex astris scientia, it was the site's ma admin jrg who was able to provide the
community with much-needed clarifications and explanations to detail issues, especially regarding the text and sound. [17] the remastered set was met with mostly positive reviews, some reviewers pointing out that the image quality of the remastered set was better

than that of the previous remastered star trek: the motion picture set, and the remastered feature film was finally receiving a proper restoration. [23] with all the good press the release of the remastered films received, it is no surprise that the star trek franchise would
be getting another round of remastered films before long. in december 2013, it was announced that the remastered versions of the other star trek films, star trek ii: the wrath of khan and star trek iii: the search for spock, would also be released in blu-ray on 10 june

2014, with the films also receiving a home video release on the same day. the remastered star trek ii: the wrath of khan and star trek iii: the search for spock sets were released in december 2014. [22] 5ec8ef588b
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